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14 WEEK MARATHON TRAINING PLAN 

Sub 3 hr marathon target. 6:51 per mile marathon pace 

I have little background regarding the athlete in question, so this a very generalized, broad 

plan. This plan enabled me to run a 2.23 marathon, whilst working full-time in a very 

demanding, stressful job (50hr+ weeks). The workouts and plan are for someone who has 

already run regularly for a minimum of 2-3 years, ideally 4 years, has raced over at least a half 

marathon and can run a 10k under 40mins. Without the basic speed (10k sub 40mins) or 

experience of following a training regimen and racing over 2-3 years, the chances of a sub 3hr 

marathon are very limited. I have allocated 14 weeks to this plan, for a good reason. The body 

needs a conditioning phase (3 weeks), a bulk phase (6 weeks), speed endurance phase (3 

weeks), plus a taper and race prep (2 weeks). There is a reason for every workout/session in 

the plan. I could go into details but will leave that for a chat, discussion, presentation. Carl 

Ryde  

 

WEEK ONE 

M          4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

T           5 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 5 x 30secs fast/30secs easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

          On the fast efforts use a garmin (virtual pacer to make sure efforts are sub 10k pace) 

 

T           5 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           1 mile easy jog warm up + 10 x 20 secs uphill hard with walk down recovery + 1 mile 

c/d. This session is intense hill work to develop general power and strength.  
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Sa         5 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         8 miles (steady long run) @ 7.50 pace. Pick up last 2 miles if feeling good. 

 

WEEK TWO 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 5 x 1min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

On the fast efforts use a garmin (virtual pacer to make sure efforts are sub 10k pace) 

T           5 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           1 mile easy jog warm up + 10 x 30 secs uphill hard with walk down recovery + 1 mile 

c/d. This session is intense hill work to develop general power and strength.  

Sa         5 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         10 miles (steady long run) @ 7.50 pace. Pick up last 2 miles if feeling good. 

WEEK THREE 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 8 x 1min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

On the fast efforts use a garmin (virtual pacer to make sure efforts are sub 10k pace) 

T           5 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           1 mile easy jog warm up + 10 x 40 secs uphill hard with walk down recovery + 1 mile 

c/d. This session is intense hill work to develop general power and strength.  

Sa         5 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         12 miles (steady long run) @ 7.50 pace. Pick up last 2 miles if feeling good. 
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WEEK FOUR 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 10 x 1min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

On the fast efforts use a garmin (virtual pacer to make sure efforts are sub 10k pace) 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           8 miles as follows (4 miles @ 8.30pace, 3 miles @ 6:55 pace, 1 mile faster/allout) 

Sa         4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         12 miles (steady long run) @ 7.40 pace. Pick up last 2 miles if feeling good. 

 

 

 

WEEK FIVE 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 6 x 2min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

On the fast efforts use a garmin (virtual pacer to make sure efforts are sub 10k pace) 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           8 miles as follows (4 miles @ 8.30pace, 3 miles @ 6:50 pace, 1 mile faster/allout) 

Sa         4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         14 miles (steady long run) @ 7.40 pace. Pick up last 2 miles if feeling good. 
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WEEK SIX 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 8 x 2min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

On the fast efforts use a garmin (virtual pacer to make sure efforts are sub 10k pace) 

Use a garmin to measure the TOTAL DISTANCE covered during the 24mins. Try to beat 

this each week. When you are covering 24mins at an average of 6.55 pace or faster doing 

fartlek (8x2mins fast/1min easy) then the pace is there and you are ready to run very well 

indeed. If at first you do only 7.20 pace, it’s ok…there’s plenty of time and you WILL 

improve. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           8 miles as follows (4 miles @ 8.30pace, 3 miles @ 6:45 pace, 1 mile faster/allout) 

Sa         4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         16 miles (steady long run) @ 7.40 pace. Pick up last 2 miles if feeling good. 

WEEK SEVEN 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 8 x 2min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

On the fast efforts use a garmin (virtual pacer to make sure efforts are sub 10k pace) 

Use a garmin to measure the TOTAL DISTANCE covered during the 24mins 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           4 miles + 6 x 200m efforts at 10k pace (strideouts) 

Sa         4 miles easy pace + stretch 
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Su         10k/half marathon RACE. Break up the monotony of only training. DO NOT be 

concerned about result. You are training for a marathon. If half is under 85mins great, all 

good, if not, no worries. If 10k is under 39mins…all good, if not, all ok. 

WEEK EIGHT 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 6 x 1min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

Less volume/bulk workout this time, chance to recharge, enjoy, short and sharp session. 

 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           8 miles as follows (4 miles @ 8.30pace, 3 miles @ 6:45 pace, 1 mile faster/allout) 

Sa         4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         18 miles (steady long run) @ 7.40 pace. Pick up last 2 miles if feeling good. 

WEEK NINE 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 8 x 2min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

On the fast efforts use a garmin (virtual pacer to make sure efforts are sub 10k pace) 

Use a garmin to measure the TOTAL DISTANCE covered during the 24mins 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           8 miles as follows (4 miles @ 8.30pace, 3 miles @ 6:40 pace, 1 mile faster/allout) 

Sa         4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         20 miles (steady long run) @ 7.40 pace. Pick up last 2 miles if feeling good. 

WEEK TEN 
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M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 8 x 2min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

On the fast efforts use a garmin (virtual pacer to make sure efforts are sub 10k pace) 

Use a garmin to measure the TOTAL DISTANCE covered during the 24mins 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           8 miles as follows (4 miles @ 8.30pace, 3 miles @ 6:40 pace, 1 mile faster/allout) 

Sa         4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         20 miles (steady long run) @ 7.20 pace. Pick up last 5 miles if feeling good to hit 

marathon pace. Do not hammer it too hard, there is no need. YOU DO NOT NEED TO RUN 

@ MP for a long time!!!! This will have the opposite to the desired effect. 

WEEK ELEVEN 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 8 x 2min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

On the fast efforts use a garmin (virtual pacer to make sure efforts are sub 10k pace) 

Use a garmin to measure the TOTAL DISTANCE covered during the 24mins 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           8 miles as follows (4 miles @ 8.30pace, 3 miles @ 6:30pace, 1 mile faster/allout) 

Sa         4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         20 miles (steady long run) @ 7.50 pace. Pick up last 4 miles if feeling good to hit 

marathon pace. Do not hammer it too hard, there is no need. YOU DO NOT NEED TO RUN 

@ MP for a long time!!!! This will have the opposite to the desired effect. 7.50 pace to 

START for 16 miles…we need freshness, after this week, we drop down.  
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WEEK TWELVE 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         2 miles easy pace (w/u) + 8 x 1min float/1min easy jog+ 1 mile c/d 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

F           3 miles easy pace + 6 x 200m strides (10k pace) 

Sa         4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

Su         10k race  

WEEK THIRTEEN 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         8 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

T           6 miles easy pace followed by 4 miles at marathon pace + stretch 

F           4 miles easy pace + stretch 

Sa         PARK RUN ….just for fun…run hard as you feel. Do not get injured running on grass, 

divots, mole hills. Do not roll ankles or do anything to risk all the great work you’ve done. 

Su         12 mile very, very easy !!! Keep it back  

WEEK FOURTEEN (RACE WEEK) 

M          DAY OFF. REST. Massage, stretch, self-care. 

T           6 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile) + stretch 

W         4 miles easy pace (8.30-8.50/mile then 4 miles @ MP + stretch 

T           4 miles very easy 

F           4 miles easy pace + stretch 
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Sa         20mins of jogging very slow…no more…20mins. 

Su         Marathon Race. Be prepared to run very well and to plan. Have no doubts, If you’ve 

completed this schedule, you are very much on plan and the day will go no different. Stay 

strong, stay focused and be prepared to run a solid race.   

 

 

 

TRAINING PLANS 
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DISCLAIMER 

 

These schedules are provided by Fitwins Ltd and as such adhere to the terms and conditions of  

Fitwins Ltd, detailed on our website. In following these plans, you confirm that you are aware of 

and have read our legal terms and conditions, as detailed on our website at www.fitwins.co.uk 

If you do not wish to follow these terms, then you should not follow these plans or the advice  

given in this document.  

 

© Fitwins Ltd. 

All rights reserved. 

Use of this material is protected by copyright law. 

FITWINS is a registered trademark. 

 

http://www.fitwins.co.uk/

